**FOUNDATION NOTES**

1. **100 mm thick concrete slab.**
2. **500g damp proof membrane (dpm).**
3. **50 mm thick quarry stone dust blinding.**
4. **250 mm thick well compacted hardcore.**
   - Foundation depth to be determined on site.

**ROOF NOTES**

1. **30 Gauge GCI roofing sheets**
2. **75 x 50 mm wall plate**
3. **75 x 50 mm purlins**
4. **75 x 50 mm rafters.**

**SECTION S-02**

1. **100 mm thick concrete slab.**
2. **500g damp proof membrane (dpm).**
3. **50 mm thick quarry stone dust blinding.**
4. **300 mm thick well compacted hardcore.**
   - Foundation depth to be determined on site.

---

**NOTES**

1. All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise specified.
2. Drawings are not to be scaled. Only figured dimensions to be used.
3. The contractor to check and verify all the dimensions before commencement of works.

**CONSTRUCTION**

1. All slabs concrete at the ground level to be poured over 1000 gauge polythene sheeting on 50mm thick stone dust on hardcore.
2. All soils under slab and all around external foundation to be treated for termites.

**STRUCTURAL**

1. All black cotton soils to be removed from below all building and paved surfaces.
2. Building to be clear of all black cotton soils to a distance of 3m outside perimeter.
3. L20 all paved surfaces to be cleared of all black cotton soils at a distance of 50mm outside the edge of the surfaces. For all R.C works, refer to structural eng. details.
4. Depth of the foundation to be determined on the site according to S.E’s approval.
5. L20 all soils less than 200mm thick to be reinforced with hoop irons at every alternate course.
6. L20 adjacent R.C works and masonry walls to be tied with straps irons at every course.

---
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